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In other words, Marvels close involvement with the development of the films is not reflective of their very
limited capital investment. To respond to this behaviour, Marvel can build the awareness of new heroes with
consumer awareness of known heroes. Second, any alternatives should consider the extent of Marvels capital
investments and work to identify all profitable activities that will maintain or exceed profitability under the
current licensing strategy. By introducing new characters and investing in creating customer awareness,
Marvel can gain popularity for these characters and distribute some of the risk associated with their
dependence on popular superheroes. To minimize risk and reduce expenditures, Marvel has built partnerships
with various studios that produce the film adaptations of its popular storylines, avoiding any studio or
production costs, as well as any marketing and advertising costs. While this provides the company with a
plethora of opportunities to build brand awareness and general sales of licensed products, the minimum
payment to Marvel by licensees are dependent on the customer awareness of the characters and storylines that
are being marketed. Investing in Capital-Intensive, but also Potentially More Profitable Activities Motion
Pictures Marvel has been focused on activities that required very little of their own capital investment, thereby
emphasizing their use of licensing as a means of generating revenue. The company success is therefore heavily
dependent on one character. Their revenue-sharing agreements with their studio partners are surprisingly
unfavourable, and often generated negligible amounts in profits. Marvel needs to question what would happen
to their profits if consumers lose interest in major characters like Spider- Man, and how this would also
negatively affect all divisions within the company. Marvel turnaround was so successive due to its unique
product quality and its ability to tie its differentiated products. This addresses the previous issue of
dependence on core characters, and the risks 4 Appendix Exhibit D- Motion Picture Revenue-Sharing
Agreements Marvels Share Lucia Jung involved in terms of loss of revenue, as well as the issue of Marvels
brand equity and loyalty versus the characters brand equity and loyalty. Its sustainability can be however
challenging. In particular, Marvel may want to seize the opportunity to capitalize on motion pictures. First, the
new strategy must allow for sustained growth: after emerging from bankruptcy and recovering to a certain
degree, the company can now focus its attention on long-term development and future profitability in all
divisions. The turnaround cannot be classified as a fluke and is sustainable on the condition that the company
remains unique in product development. Notable movie character is the spider man that has driven the
company sales high. By taking this Lucia Jung risk, Marvel could fully own and not just license its popular
superheroes and have full control over the whole filmmaking process, release time and strategies, and
marketing and advertising strategies, and retain the profits from the project. This strategy was very applicable
when the company did not have the cash and financial means of providing any capital investment, however,
with its current standing, activities requiring large investments may be necessary to reap the bigger rewards.
Based on these criteria, Marvel has a variety of strategy options to implement: 1. To develop other characters,
marvel can utilize the same strategy of forming character identity through the comic books by introducing
books with the characters taking leading roles over the Spiderman. The current market strategy They can
continue licensing operations while maintaining control over the design and quality of toys and consumer
products, and build brand equity and awareness of their original popular characters through the media at the
cost of having low revenue shares from production studio profits. One of Marvels greatest strengths is that it
has interlocking story lines and families of characters created by association with popular heroes. Judging
from Publishings explanation, the company did not invest in aggressive marketing or advertising for these new
products, nor did it attempt to build any brand awareness through licensing activities, choosing instead to
watch it for a period of time. A good example is that of the Spiderman movies and spider man toys Elberse, 
By using the brand equity built by Marvels successful characters, it can effectively market its new characters.
The strategy can be followed by maintaining related production. Spiderman is the only well known character,
partly because he had taken the leading role in the comic books several past decades.


